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EVI Planning

Goals, Market Assessment, 

Site Location, Grid Impacts, 

Travel Behavior

Program Design

Elements, Effectiveness, 

Equity 

Three Pillars

Awareness, Access, 

Assessment

Data and Resources

Consumers, Auto 

Dealers, and Trends 
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EV, EVI and Auto Dealer Program Design
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What the data shows are the most effective elements of a program



State EV Rebate Programs Administered by CSE
(as of Jan. 2019, Oregon launch pending)
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e-miles

≥ 120 $2,000

≥ 40 $1,700

≥ 20 $1,100

< 20 $500

All-Battery  EVs

Plug-in Hybrid  
EVs

Zero-Emission  
Motorcycles

Fuel-Cell
EVs

$2,500

$2,500 (i3 REx)

$1,500

$900

$5,000 $5,000

MSRP ≤ $60k FCEVs,
≤ $50k BEVs, PHEVs;
dealer assignment;

$150 dealer  
incentive

$1,500

BEVx only:
$1,500

$450

$1,500

MSRP ≤ $50k,
no fleet rebates

MSRP > $60k =
$500 max.; point-
of-sale via dealer

e-miles ≥ 20 only;
Consumer income
cap and increased
rebates for lower-
income households

e-miles
≥ 200 $2,000

≥ 120 $1,500

< 120 $500

≥ 45 $1,000

< 45 $500
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Program 

Statistics 2019

$$$ 

(millions)

Rebates

MOR-EV $29 14,087

Drive Clean $19.5 14,365

CVRP $675 300,359

CHEAPR $8.6 4,350

We design, administer and 
evaluate scaled incentive 
programs that create consumer 
market demand for 
electric vehicles.

Program Reach and Market Impact 



Outreach Design

Create program and market 
intelligence through program 
transparency & evaluation that 
actively informs program 
improvement over time, and 
empowers stakeholders 
throughout the EV ecosystem to 
make evidence-informed 
decisions

Increase awareness 
through strategic 
outreach & 
education

Facilitate 
participation 
through customer 
support and user-
friendly application 
features

3 Pillars of Successful Incentive Programs

5

Transparency



Marketing, Education, and Outreach 

(MEO)

6



Characteristics 
statistically 
associated 
with rebate 

essential

1

2

2

3

4

Younger, male, non-
white, lower HH 
income, 
higher education

Demographics

Lower price, bought (vs. 
lease)

Vehicle 

Characteristics

Found it more difficult to 
find info on EVs, spent 
more time researching 
online, learned  about 
the rebate before going 
to the dealership

Information Gathering

Less motivated by  
environmental impacts, more 
motivated by saving money  on 
fuel and energy independence, 
lower initial interest in  EVs

Motivations and 

Interest

Target “Rebate Essential” Consumers



Face “greater contextual 
constraints” or are otherwise 
less easily able to adopt

Adoption is driven less by 
“green  enthusiasm” than 
other values

Focused on “financial and 
practical” aspects of adoption

Rebate Essential Consumers

With “challenging informational 

environments”



Switching from “old to new”

Driven less by “energy and the 
environment” than  traditional 
vehicle-operation reasons

Converts 

With “challenging informational 

environments”

(Adopters with low initial interest in EVs) 

Less demographically specific or 

constrained



MSRP Caps

Vehicle eligibility limits are much easier and 

less intrusive to implement than consumer 

eligibility limits

4
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Hard Caps

Consider making eligibility caps “hard” 

to reserve funds for more effective 

rebates

Pre-Approval

Pre-approval prior to purchasing or 

leasing a new vehicle

Increased Incentives

Increased incentive level for people 

with Low-Moderate Incomes 

Equity through Eligibility



1

2

3

4

5
Provide return on 
investment of 
public and 
ratepayer dollars

Return

Maintain simplicity 
and consistency

SimplicityMaximize 
Environmental and 
Energy Benefits

Benefits

Promote a 
variety of ZEV 
products and 
brands

Variety

Maximize market stimulation 
and acceleration into 
mainstream consumers

Market Transformation

Program Design Goal

3



Vehicle eligibility

Vehicle eligibility: MSRP Cap (e.g., $60k, 

$50k, $40k), EPA All-Electric Range (AER) 

Minimum (e.g., >25, >30, >40, >50, >100)

4
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2

3

Consumer eligibility
Income Cap <$150k single filers, <$300k 

others), Increased Rebate for Lower-

Income
Program Terms

Limit one rebate per person, limit 

three months to apply

Incentive Levels

Rebate amounts (e.g., $ by tech type, 

e-range, consumer type, etc.)

Program Design Considerations

1

2



Keep incentive levels for 

impactful vehicles:

• As high as possible 

• For as long as possible

Avoid premature phase-out.

Rebate Phase Out

1

3



Incentivizing Dealers

(Sierra Club, 2016)1

(Cahill & Davies, 2014)3

(Kress, 2015)2



How is the dealer incentive working?

Johnson, Clair, Williams, Brett, Anderson, John & Appenzeller, Nicole (2017), Evaluating the Connecticut
Dealer Incentive for Electric Vehicle Sales, Center for Sustainable Energy.

• Executive Summary

• Introduction

• CHEAPR Overview

• Evaluation Objectives

• Methodology & Data 

Summary

• Evaluation Findings

• Recommendations
• Appendices

• Download here

http://energycenter.org/sites/default/files/docs/nav/research/CT-Dealer-IncentiveEvaluation-CSE-2017.pdf


3.63

3.56

3.95

3.61

1 2 3 4 5

Make a reasonable profit on EV sales

Provide EV-related services to
customers

Spend time preparing and submitting  
CHEAPR applications

Motivate sales staff to sell EVs

Not at all

important

Extremely

important

Very

important

Moderately

important

Slightly

important

How important is the dealer incentive in making it possible for

your dealership to do each of the following?

Question only asked of respondents who said they were aware of the dealer incentive
Respondents=59



3.37

3.40

3.67

3.40

3.54

1 2 3 4 5

Spend time learning about EVs

Spend time teaching other staff 
about  EVs

In general, try to sell more EVs

To what extent are you motivated by the current dealer

incentive to do each of the following?

Question only asked of respondents who said they were aware of the dealer incentive;Respondents=57
† Third and fourth statements only appeared to sales employees; Respondents=40

Not at all  
motivated

Slightly
motivated

Moderately  
motivated

Very
motivated

Extremely  
motivated

Spend time with a customer to teach  
them about EV ownership and use †

Try to convert customers interested 
in conventional vehicles to EVs †



3.20

3.20

3.24

3.15

3.33

3.75

3.88

4.38

3.85

4.00

1 2 3 4 5

Spend time learning about EVs

Spend time teaching other staff about EVs

In general, try to sell more EVs

Have Never Owned an EV

Have Owned an EV

To what extent are you motivated by the current dealer incentive 

to do each of the following?

Respondents=57
† Fourth and fifth statements only appeared to sales employees; respondents=40

*Statistically significant difference (p < 0.05)

Spend time with a customer to teach them  
about EV ownership and use †

Try to convert customers interested in  
conventional vehicles to EVs †

Not at all  

motivated

Extremely  

motivated

Very  

motivated

Moderately  

motivated

Slightly  

motivated
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Recommended Minimum Levels for the 

Dealer Incentive
Mean Minimum Maximum Median

What is the minimum dealer incentive amount 
salespeople  would need to receive personally 
to motivate them to increase  their EV sales? 
(n=76)

$233 $0 $500 $200

What is the minimum dealer incentive amount 
salespeople  would need to receive personally 
to motivate them to increase  their EV sales? 
—Sales employees (n=56)

$236 $0 $500 $200

Additionally, what is the minimum dealer 
incentive amount that  would motivate your 
dealership to increase your EV sales?  (n=73)

$565 $0 $5,000 $500

Additionally, what is the minimum dealer 
incentive amount that  would motivate your 
dealership to increase your EV sales? —
Dealer principals, (vice) presidents, 
controllers, and general  managers (n=20)

$623 $0 $5,000 $500



Auto Dealer 
Incentive 
Programs

1

2

2

3

4
Formalize and 
document program 
design

Design

Provide direct 
experiences with EVs for 
salespeople to  increase 
positive attitudes 
toward EVs and the  
effectiveness of 
(motivation provided 
by) the dealer  incentive

E-Experience

Consider a split dealer 
incentive design to 
motivate both  
salespeople (e.g., $250) 
and dealerships (e.g., 
$250)

SPIF

Build in data collection 
and evaluation

Evaluation

Recommendations for Auto Dealer Incentive

Programs



Successful Programs Provide Insight



Transparency

2

2

Create program and market 
intelligence through program 
transparency & evaluation that 
actively informs program 
improvement over time, and 
empowers stakeholders 
throughout the EV ecosystem 
to make evidence-informed 
decisions



• Select Recommendations for Dealer Incentive Programs

How Consumer Research 

Helps us Grow

2

3

1. “Adding fuel to the fire”: understand existing, generally
enthusiastic adopters to target similar consumers

– Segment: all-battery vs. plug-in hybrid EVs
– Characteristics, motivations, and trends
– Who is “pre-adapted” to adopt?(e.g., Williams and Kurani 2006)

2. “Tough nuts to crack”: understand and break down  barriers faced 
by consumers targeted based on policy  priorities
– Multi-unit dwellers
– Disadvantaged Communities
– Low-to-moderate income consumers

3. “Expand market frontiers”: understand the margins of the
market to target consumers who can be induced to join

– Adopters most influenced by incentives (“rebate essentials”)
– Adopters with low initial interest in EVs (“converts”)



Consumer Survey Data(Shows Rebates to Individuals Only)

* Weighted to represent the program population along the dimensions of  

vehicle category, vehicle model, buy vs. lease, and county (using raking method)

Total

Vehicle  
Purchase/  

Lease Dates

Dec. 2010 –
May 2017

July 2014 –
October 2017

May 2015 –
June 2017

March 2017 –
Nov. 2017

Dec. 2010 –
Nov. 2017

Survey  
Responses  
(total n)*

40,438 2,549 819 817 44,623

Program  
Population  

(N)
185,367 5,754 1,583 3,937 196,641



Public dashboards and data facilitate 

informed action

cleanvehiclerebate.org ct.gov/deep

– >300,000 EVs and consumers have received >$700 M in rebates

– >45,000 survey responses being analyzed so far, statistically represent 
>200,000 consumers

– Reports, presentations, and analysis growing

2
5 mor-ev.org

https://cleanvehiclerebate.org/eng/rebate-statistics
https://www.ct.gov/deep/cwp/view.asp?a=2684&amp;q=565018&amp;deepNav_GID=2183
https://mor-ev.org/program-statistics


Reports, fact sheets 
infographics & 
presentations

Evaluation: CVRP Analysis

2

6

https://cleanvehiclerebate.org/eng/program-reports


CSE Clean Transportation Resources

2
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Reports, analysis, 
infographics, 
presentations, …

http://energycenter.org/resources?combine&amp;resource=All&amp;technology=248&amp;target=All


50-State EV Sales and Market-Share Dashboard for AA

Linked at  
zevfacts.com

2
8

https://autoalliance.org/energy-environment/advanced-technology-vehicle-sales-dashboard/


EVI Planning Process

STEP 1

Goal Identification 
and Market 
Assessment 
(Numbers)

EVI at Transit/Public 
Access/Active/

e-Mobility

STEP 2

Identifying High 
Demand EVI Areas 
(Locations – General 
Area)

STEP 3

Identifying 
Potential Sites 
(Locations –
Specific)

Cost-Benefit 
Analysis

Grid Impacts 
Analysis

Business 
Practices & 

Policies

Equity Analysis

Site Design

Marketing 
Education & 

Outreach



501(c)(3) nonprofit organization

Offering clean energy program administration and technical advisory services.

Headquarters: San Diego, CA

Regional offices: Boston, Brooklyn, Stony Brook, Oakland, Sacramento and 

Los Angeles

185+ dedicated, mission-driven employees

Managing ~50 projects and programs

National programs | Statewide incentive projects | Region-specific solutions

About CSE

Offering clean energy program administration and technical advisory services.

Regional offices: Boston, Brooklyn, Stony Brook, Oakland, Sacramento and 

Los Angeles

Managing ~50 projects and programs

National programs | Statewide incentive projects | Region-specific solutions

About CSE
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Neutral and Trusted

– Program Administration

– Program Evaluation

– Advisory Services

– Demonstration/Validatio

n

– Policy



CSE Skills

• Rebate processing
• Multilingual, IRS trained
• Income verification

• Customer survey expertise 
that informs program 
design

• Web platform and design

32



Areas of Expertise


